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DMD JET MANAGEMENT
SKY HIGH INVESTMENT POSSIBILITIES,
GROUNDED IN A HISTORY OF SUCCESS

DMD Jet Management was launched in 2021 by seasoned aviation and immigration 
professionals, to elevate the level of service and safety available to private jet travelers, 
while utilizing private jet aircraft as an immigration vehicle for its discerning investors.  
Our flight operations are located at Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport, however our 
customers can board their private jet at airports located throughout the United States 
and fly virtually anywhere on the planet. 

Our business model is simple: We provide the finest, most convenient, and highly 
personalized service in the industry with a fleet that includes large-cabin, long-range, 
medium to super-size aircraft.

WHERE WE FLY
Our footprint covers the entire globe, as our small to medium size jets service the 
continental United States, as well as Canada, the Caribbean, and Central and South 
America, while our larger jets can fly to Europe, Asia, and beyond.  

THE IMMIGRATION PROCESS
Our Investors are incredibly private individuals who demand an immigration product 
that is as exclusive as they are.  Whether our Investors are interested in an E-2 Visa or 
an EB1-C green card, our team of experienced attorneys, immigration professionals, 
and aviation experts provide white glove service throughout the process, that begins 
with understanding our Investor’s immigration goals and budget to select a jet aircraft 
that will not only be profitable but will lead to an approval from the United States 
Consulate.  Prices starting at $2 million USD.  

A WORLD-CLASS EXPERIENCE
DMD Jet Management operates out of an innovative “hanger headquarters” that houses 
our flight department and aircraft maintenance. For our owners and guests, this facility 
provides every convenience and luxury they might require while traveling with us, from 
an executive conference room to a private lounge to a full kitchen.  From light jets with 
prices starting a $2-3 million to large jets priced at over $10 million, we will locate an 
aircraft that meets our Investor’s needs, as well as those of the plane leasing public.  
We ensure the utmost discretion and safety with a 24-hour security detail and on-site 
CCTV camera monitoring.  
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OUR
INVESTMENT
TEAM

DMD Jet Management is an affiliat-

ed company of DMD Ventures, an 

established investment immigration 

leader that turns thriving businesses 

into American Dreams, and Vanilla Sky 

Aviation, with over 15 years of private 

aviation leasing and charters. DMD 

Ventures’ portfolio includes renowned 

hospitality brands including, IHG® 

hotels, Twin Peaks® & Papa Johns®  

restaurants, Go Mini’s® portable 

storage, shopping centers, and the 

private jet industry. We focus on these 

markets because we know them inside 

and out. For our Investors this adds 

up to reliable performance, continued 

growth and measurable returns. 
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